Abstract: Early robotics research held that increased realism should result in increased positivity of the interactions between people and humanoid robots. However, this turned out to be true only to a certain point, and researchers now recognize that human interactions with highly realistic humanoid robots are often marked by feelings of disgust, fear, anxiety, and distrust. This phenomenon is called the Uncanny Valley. In a world in which Artificial Companions are increasingly likely, and even desired, engineering humanoid robots that avoid the Uncanny Valley is of critical importance. This paper examines theories of the uncanny, and focuses on one in particular-that humans subconsciously appraise robots as potential sexual partners. Drawing from work on love, sexuality, and gender from a variety of fields, this paper speculates on possible futures in a world of intimate companionships between humans and machines.
Introduction
In early robotics research, it was commonly assumed that increases in visual and functional realism in anthropomorphic technologies would prompt overtly positive interactions and responses between humans and machines. However, Japanese roboticist Mashiro Mori [1] proposed that this was true only to a certain point, after which increasing realism would result in decidedly negative reactions. He theorized that the nature of this negativity was based on small imperfections of appearance or movement that became increasingly unsettling as robots' overall similarity to the human observer grew. It was troubling, Mori decided, when a machine, acting as an artificial agent, came too close to passing itself off as human and was subsequently "caught" by the perceptual skills of the human involved. Mori named this phenomenon "bukimi no tani," or the "uncanny valley," a term that has become synonymous with the constellation of negative emotions and behavioral responses demonstrated by humans in the presence of lifelike machines. Mori plotted the potential interactions between humans and machines on a now-classic, graph in which negative responses to humanoid robots emerged as a large valley in the middle of two peaks on either side (See Figure 1) . By mapping human likeness against familiarity, Mori surmised that the negative reactions to robots in this valley were founded on the disruption of emotional resonation when human subjects discovered that their social partner was an artificial replication. It is worth noting that recent translations have shifted the meaning of the original Japanese phrase from "familiarity" to "affinity" and that differences in the two constructs might have implications on the significance of past work [2] . Mori's proposal of an uncanny valley was very similar to previous psychoanalytic theory describing perceptions of "uncanniness", such as work by Jentsch [3] , who thought that that the uncanny represents intellectual uncertainty, and Freud [4] who called the uncanny Das Unheimliche-the opposite of the familiar. More recent psychoanalysts, such as Julia Kristeva [5] , have continued to refine these ideas, and Kristeva notes that the uncanny is much more than approbation of ambiguity between self and other. Rather, she claims, the uncanny represents the establishment of abjection-the forceful casting out of the strange in a system of ethics and aesthetics centered on facing familiarity and turning away from difference.
Theories of the Uncanny
Decades after Mori, researchers in robotics, animation, and virtual reality still struggle to avoid entering, or "falling into" [6] , the uncanny valley with their lifelike machines. Indeed, although the uncanny valley is still a largely hypothetical construct [7] , it forms a critical problem in the development of animated movies, video games, websites, and robots. In all of these fields researchers labor to engineer, or design, around the uncanny valley, as well as to understand exactly what it is and when, and why, it emerges. While still resonant with the psychoanalytics of similarity and difference, contemporary research draws from evolutionary theory, neuroscience, cognitive science, and psychology, and suggests a number of theories regarding the perception of uncanniness in realistic robots. I cover these in greater detail below, grouped broadly as they relate to the ideas of familiarity and strangeness.
Strangeness
The fascination many people feel with humanoid robots, speaks to a complex origin for experiences of uncanniness. Recent research indicates that uncanniness may rely on subconscious reactions to stimuli that are "categorically ambiguous" in nature [8] [9] [10] . Experiments using digitally morphed images suggest that the perception of an unclear distinction between the category of "human" and that of "non-human" causes feelings of fear and anxiety, and might lie at the heart of the uncanny valley [11, 12] . These studies draw from literature on categorical perception, which suggests that the ability to place objects or people into meaningful, discrete groupings [13, 14] is critical to both psychological functioning and smooth social interactions between humans. In short, such research proposes that the presence of categorical boundaries that do "not allow rapid and effortless discrimination of an object on the basis of the observer's category representations of nonhuman and human" [9] (p. 126) prompts the negative feelings that Mori first theorized. According to Tondu and Bardou [15] uncanniness may arise as a form of cognitive dissonance between beings that are judged to lack souls (e.g., zombies and robots) and human beings, while for Gray and Wegner [16] it is the inability to clearly distinguish entities with "mind," and therefore subjective experience, that brings the uncanny valley to life. Ramey [17] similarly proposes that uncanniness results when Mori's proposal of an uncanny valley was very similar to previous psychoanalytic theory describing perceptions of "uncanniness", such as work by Jentsch [3] , who thought that that the uncanny represents intellectual uncertainty, and Freud [4] who called the uncanny Das Unheimliche-the opposite of the familiar. More recent psychoanalysts, such as Julia Kristeva [5] , have continued to refine these ideas, and Kristeva notes that the uncanny is much more than approbation of ambiguity between self and other. Rather, she claims, the uncanny represents the establishment of abjection-the forceful casting out of the strange in a system of ethics and aesthetics centered on facing familiarity and turning away from difference.
Theories of the Uncanny
Strangeness
The fascination many people feel with humanoid robots, speaks to a complex origin for experiences of uncanniness. Recent research indicates that uncanniness may rely on subconscious reactions to stimuli that are "categorically ambiguous" in nature [8] [9] [10] . Experiments using digitally morphed images suggest that the perception of an unclear distinction between the category of "human" and that of "non-human" causes feelings of fear and anxiety, and might lie at the heart of the uncanny valley [11, 12] . These studies draw from literature on categorical perception, which suggests that the ability to place objects or people into meaningful, discrete groupings [13, 14] is critical to both psychological functioning and smooth social interactions between humans. In short, such research proposes that the presence of categorical boundaries that do "not allow rapid and effortless discrimination of an object on the basis of the observer's category representations of non-human and human" [9] (p. 126) prompts the negative feelings that Mori first theorized. According to Tondu and Bardou [15] uncanniness may arise as a form of cognitive dissonance between beings that are judged to lack souls (e.g., zombies and robots) and human beings, while for Gray and Wegner [16] it is the inability to clearly distinguish entities with "mind," and therefore subjective experience, that brings the uncanny valley to life. Ramey [17] similarly proposes that uncanniness results when a quantitative metric attempts to combine two previously distinct categories, such as 'human' and 'machine'.
Categorical ambiguity and cognitive dissonance hint at the degree to which behavioral expectations impact human-robot interactions. Indeed, researchers have long known that the ability to predict patterns of behavior in social interactions may be critical to smooth social encounters [18, 19] . This idea has been extended to interactions between humans and robots, and some research shows that when robots appear human, they set in motion a series of predictions regarding how they will behave [20] . However, a robot may violate these expectations with even minor behavioral inconsistencies or flaws in the realism of its movements or speech, thereby sounding a subconscious alarm in the brain of the human observer that, although the robot appears human, it is only pretending [10] . For example, Tinwell et al. [21] and Mitchell et al. [22] demonstrate that a mismatch between facial and vocal realism may prompt perceptions of uncanniness. However, it is not only mismatchs between behavior and appearance that may trigger this response. Discrepancies between different aspects of a robot's appearance may also raise the suspicion or distrust of human observers. For example, Blow et al. [23] note that a robot with a highly realistic face and mechanical limbs may precipitate feelings of uncanniness, while MacDorman [24] and Seyama and Nagayama [25] show that when realistic and unrealistic facial features are paired, the response by human observers is negative. In particular, robotic heads and faces may be critical to avoiding the uncanny valley, as facial characteristics and expressions are key to the portrayal of everything from personality to friendliness [26] , and some research has shown that uncanny facial features can potentially be eliminated through a process of careful fine-tuning [27] .
The lack of predictability often displayed by realistic humanoid robots has other implications, however; most notably, that humanoid robots may be perceived as uncanny because they are somehow corpse-like or reminiscent of someone who is dead or diseased. As noted by Mitchell et al. [22] there is often a "cross-modal mismatch" between aspects of a robot's appearance and the expectation of the observer. For example, "the visual appearance of [a robotic] hand elicits the tactile expectation that it will feel as warm and soft" (p. 10). The fact that the robot is not warm and soft, but rather cold and stiff is alarming and human subjects may experience sensations of uncanniness as feelings of disgust are replaced by the subconscious desire for self-preservation [25] . According to some researchers, this may result from strategies of pathogen avoidance, if the robot is judged to be ill or contagious [28, 29] or from danger avoidance [30] if the robot is thought to be a corpse. In either case human psychological responses are thought to be innately tied to evolutionarily engrained reactions meant to facilitate survival. According to other researchers, robots, and their often corpse-like texture, temperature, or movements force human subjects to confront the inevitability of their own deaths. This perspective-called the mortality salience hypothesis-proposes that these subconscious confrontations cause subjects to respond with culturally specific defense mechanisms that enforce their worldviews and protect them from the psychological trauma of facing death [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Familiarity
The theories above highlight the ways in which robots may fail to live up to our expectations or standards of 'humanness,' and the degree to which they remain strange. However, the fact that we use standards of humanness at all in order to evaluate our mechanical creations suggests that within this strangeness and difference lies a fundamental recognition of familiarity as well. For example, robots may provoke the response of the "behavioral immune system" [34] which reacts to superficial cues indicating sources of danger such as contagious disease. Ho et al. [33] and Moosa and Ud-Dean [30] note that both danger and pathogen avoidance in interactions with humanoid robots may be based on a subconscious assessment of similarity. In other words, these robots are sufficiently human to demonstrate the superficial cues suggesting illness or disease that trigger an avoidance response. Similarly, according to psychoanalytic theory, the uncanny object represents a category of difference that still contains hints of the self; this object is an attempt to copy that is realistic enough to imply the erasure of borders and to ultimately form a threat to the firm boundary that defines the ego [5] .
This suggests an underlying perception of relatedness as the basis for uncanniness, a source of affinity that is also demonstrated in applications of evolutionary mate selection theory to understanding why this phenomenon arises. From this perspective, humans engage in an involuntary process of evaluating realistic robots based on the range of aesthetic features used in the selection of potential mates. According to Green et al. [35] whose research demonstrated a complex relationship between attributes of gender, human likeness, aliveness, attractiveness, and sexiness, there are universal or cross-cultural characteristics that are sought out in possible mates. According to MacDorman et al. [36] (p. 696) "human beings have evolved to perceive as attractive potential mates who possess discernable indicators of fertility, hormonal and immune system health, social desirability, and other signs of reproductive fitness". Some research suggests that particular physical characteristics such as facial symmetry and proportionality may reflect such reproductive fitness and may contribute to the process of mate selection. Furthermore, we may have evolved to subconsciously sort individuals as candidates for reproductive partners based on these characteristics. Uncanniness then arises when human subjects are presented with a humanoid robot realistic enough to prompt appraisal as a potential mate, and when the artificial agent is subsequently rejected due to features such as poor skin texture, or asymmetrical physiology suggestive of poor health or low fertility [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Most interestingly, however, is research indicating that robots with life-like features and social tendencies prompt the expression of empathetic interactions with human subjects [39] . Indeed, current research lends support to the idea that the process of empathizing with another entity is cognitively bound to perceiving both its appearance and intentions [40] . MacDorman et al. [33] refer to this as a "shared circuitry for empathy" and note that the degree of humanness exhibited by a robot may influence the activation of the neural pathways that allow human empathizing [41] . Other authors note that 'human-like' characteristics outside of appearance may also influence this process; for example, Coeckelbergh [42] suggests that the ability of a robot to mirror human vulnerability may provoke empathy, or "fellow feeling" in some cases. However, research by Suzuki et al. [43] compared empathetic responses to perceived pain inflicted on a robotic hand and that inflicted on a human hand and found both similarities and differences in the physiological reactions of human subjects. All of this indicates a potentially complex connection between familiarity and strangeness and the ways in which these aspects of robotic appearance and behavior may come together in the context of human perception to impact interactions with humanoid machines. Indeed, based on theories of mate selection, anthropomorphization, and empathy we might well ask to what extent human subjects are willing to shrug off the differences evoked by realistic robots, and engage in intimate, rather than fearful, interactions with them? Is there a place for love, intimacy, or sex in the uncanny valley?
Anthropomorphization and Sociality
To begin to answer these questions, we turn to the growing body of literature documenting the degree to which robots are increasingly used in social settings. Indeed, a number of robotic models have been shown to engage in successful social interactions with both children and adults [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . While many of these robots are not realistic or humanoid (as in the case of Paro, a robotic harp seal that often prompts demonstrations of affection, loving behavior, and admiration from human subjects [50] ) they do provide confirmation of the degree to which humans find artificial agents to be acceptable social partners. For example, Sung et al. [51] proposed that human subjects developed what (by certain definitions) may be thought of as socially intimate relationships with even their robotic vacuums, and that this simple form of intimacy, which, according to the authors resulted in a sense of shared responsibility or partnership, increased satisfaction among subjects participating in housekeeping tasks.
This may relate to the inclination humans show for using the mental models developed in interactions with other humans as a basis for sociality with robots [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . In other words, there may be an innate willingness to interact with robots as if they were people rather than machines, and research has repeatedly shown that subjects use models drawn from human-human interactions as a basis for judging the likeability, trustworthiness, and friendliness of robots in social encounters [57, 58] . This is potentially founded on the tendency to extend human characteristics, emotions, and intentions to non-human agents, a phenomenon referred to as anthropomorphization, which has been widely documented in the literature [59] . Like the perception of aesthetics and the avoidance of pathogenic entities, the anthropomorphization of artificial agents may be grounded in the evolution of human cognition. According to Cynthia Breazeal [60] , the anthropomorphization of robots and other technologies indicates that humans "evolved in a world in which only humans exhibited rich social behavior" (p. 16) , and as such we are hard-wired to relate to anything technological that is capable of expressing social tendencies as human. For others, like anthropologist Pat Shipman [61] , these interactions are bound to an evolutionary past that included formative relationships with animals-non-human, interactive things that were the original "living tools." Kirsten Dautenhahn [62] similarly notes that the future of human robot interactions may involve socialization where robots are "personalized" through a training process similar to that undergone by our canine companions. Anthropologists and archaeologists, however, draw attention to the fact that animistic traditions were most likely pervasive in the human evolutionary past, and included belief systems that attributed personality, power, and motivation to inanimate objects of all types [63, 64] .
For Sherry Turkle [65] , on the other hand, robots are unique "relational artifacts" that present themselves as having 'states of mind' only because they are designed to do so. Turkle's perspective hints at the ethics involved in engineering humanoid robots, where "optimal anthropomorphization" [66] is part of a design space that aims to avoid the uncanny valley while still "exploiting" our willingness as a species to interact socially with inanimate objects. Indeed, some research has shown that while robots that are engineered to be realistic are more likely to fall into the uncanny valley, they are also more likely to be perceived as competent social partners than robots that score lower on an anthropomorphic scale [57] . Again, this may relate to a predictable congruity between behavior and appearance, as Goetz et al. [56] showed that both the exterior and demeanor of the robot helped human subjects categorize the types of potential interactions they might have with it; for example, mechanical-looking robots were more likely to be slated for chores or menial tasks than they were for social interaction. It is clear then that aesthetic perception and social perception are not easily separated [67] . This is particularly true as aesthetic appearance has been shown to combine with subtle behavioral cues such as eye contact and attentiveness to facilitate social interactions [68] ; in other words, robots must appear as capable of both giving and receiving interaction in order to be judged as acceptable social partners [69] but it is these same qualities that may cause them to be judged as uncanny as well.
Gender, Sex, and Love
A critical aspect of human-robot interactions that combines aesthetics and behavior is the attribution of gender to robots by human subjects. Indeed, this may be a pivotal area in the future of robotic engineering for the design of intimate companions. In some studies, gender has been shown to play a role in the interactions between humans, and these human-human gender norms and roles have also been shown to structure expectations in interactions between humans and robots [69] [70] [71] . For example, research shows that people tend to apply prevailing gender stereotypes to even simple computer programs with which they work [72] . Interestingly, subjects both attributed gender to the program, and also made judgments regarding its "friendliness" and "competence" based on these attributions. Woods et al. [73] showed more specifically in the case of robots, gender ascription depended on particular physical characteristics of the robot's model-for example, color and shape, while Robertson [74] demonstrated that the conflation of gender and robotic design began with the engineers themselves who expressed that "an attribution of female gender requires an interiorized, slender body, and male gender an exteriorized, stocky body" (p. 19). Seigel et al. [70] showed that perceptions of a robot's gender played into the degree to which participants judged a robot as "credible, trustworthy, or engaging" a set of qualities that the authors found to be critical to "robotic persuasion". However, it is not just the gender ascribed to the robot in an interaction, but the gender of the human participant as well that matters. Seigel et al. [70] found that male subjects were more likely to donate money to a female robot than female subjects, while Schermerhorn, Scheutz, and Crowell [75] showed that men were more likely than women to describe robots as human-like and to facilitate social interactions with them. According to Carpenter et al. [71] men were also more comfortable with the presence of a robot in their homes, and more likely than women to be accepting of home service robots more generally.
Some recent literature examines the possibility that in a not-too-distant future these tendencies for gendering, anthropomorphization, and socialization may come together in the form of robots designed specifically for sexually intimate relationships with humans [76] . David Levy [77] , whose work inspired the theme of the current issue, is a formative voice on the topic, urging consideration of the many positive impacts that might result from taking robots as intimate companions. Among these are possibilities of fulfilling intimate or sexual relationships for people with limitations or disabilities that prevent them from having successful interactions with other humans. While Levy's futuristic scenario of high-tech robotic lovers is still far-off, simple versions of his vision already exist. For example, the roboticization of sex dolls and the growth of a brothel and rental service industry that supplies these dolls in place of actual prostitutes (for example Doll no Mori, a doll escort service in Tokyo) indicates that the practice of 'sex with robots' has already begun [78] . Levy is an advocate for such robo-brothels, which he claims will positively benefit society by reducing social ills such as disease and human trafficking [78] . However, more importantly, Levy speaks to the idea that robots are poised to become loving companions in a more intimate, genuine sense, and that they may provide access to a more perfect form of love than that experienced between many humans [78, 79] . Given the fact that we are already having sex with robots, then, the real questions is whether "sex with robots is a route to love with robots" [80] (p. 239).
Affective computing is a branch of engineering and robotics research that aims to facilitate the emotional expressivity of advanced technologies [81] and to understand human emotional expression through interaction with artificial systems. In some cases affective computing research seeks to "evoke loving or amorous reactions from their human users" [79] (p. 398) and researchers in this specific branch of affective computing work to deepen comprehension of what makes loving relationships between humans and machines possible. That is assuming, of course that we have some idea of what love actually is, and how it combines with sexual intimacy to form the basis for human relationships. As noted by Sullins [79] , the reasons for engaging in sexual intimacy are themselves complex, rooted not only in the evolution of human sociality and mate selection, but in motivations from goal attainment to insecurity as well. Defining amorous love, then, is a difficult problem, related not only to physical intimacy, personal history, and social psychology, but to the deeply individualized motivations and expectations each person has for engaging in interpersonal relationships of various kinds. According to Levy [77] , this complexity is precisely the reason that robots will make highly successful romantic partners-they will be fully programmable and capable of being personalized to display the precise array of emotional, social, and sexual behaviors and feelings that resonate with their individual human companions.
The fact that we not only anthropomorphize humanoid robots, but gender them and evaluate them as possible mates as well, suggests that we are well on the way to Levy's future. However, as noted by Walters et al. [6] , while research continues to demonstrate some of the similarities between human-robot encounters to those occurring between humans, there is still clear indication that human-robot interactions and human-human interactions are not qualitatively the same. As the authors state, "as long as robots can still be distinguished from biological organisms, which may be the case for a long time to come, it is unlikely that people will react socially to robots in exactly the same ways that they might react to other humans or other living creatures in comparable contexts" [6] (p. 161). Thus, while both social and sexual encounters between humans and robots are a contemporary reality, we should anticipate the intimacy underlying these interactions to be fundamentally different from that in human relationships with other biological organisms.
However, we might also question whether this is likely to remain the case. The growing body of research on engineering realistic, humanoid robots designed for social interactions indicates that it is not. Given this, the question becomes whether realistic humanoid robots can be designed around the uncanny valley in order to facilitate true intimacy-can robotic companions become more than just expensive novelties or very expensive sex toys and instead fulfill all of the roles of a true companion? Answering this question in the affirmative rests largely on the evolving expectations of humans as to what constitutes intimacy, sociality, love, and sex and the types of partners we expect to encounter in these various socially embedded scenarios. As noted above, the evolutionary past of our species indicates an innate willingness to form close, social relationships with non-humans, including both artifacts and animals, and an acknowledgement that these non-human companions often have motivations and intentions of their own.
Indeed, the fact that many research participants simultaneously confirm that robots are neither real nor alive but react as if they are both [65] , indicates that a propensity for animism may be as much a part of the human evolutionary future, as it is a part of our past [61] . Based on this we might expect an ongoing 'cognitive engineering' of sociality, even in situations, such as human-robot interactions, where truly reciprocal interactions do not actually exist. As noted by Gilbert and Jones [82] , however, this is not even an anomalous process in interactions between humans, as research subjects were shown to construct feelings of love in other people, even when provided with clear evidence that the love they were constructing did not exist. Thus, while humanoid robots in the future might certainly be realistic enough to pass as human, the question "when your robotic lover tells you that it loves you should you believe it?" [79] (p. 398) still resonates. Rather than simply assuming that we will accept the robot's love as genuine based on how we react to similar statements made by other humans, a more prescient question might be whether we will find the very expression of robotic love uncanny, given the underlying knowledge that the love is artificial.
From another perspective, however, the uncanny valley is "simply an emotional reaction which may be subject to change over time" [27] (p. 3). Thus, just as we humans have grown accustomed to hearing our own voices on radios and through telephones and seeing ourselves portrayed on televisions and movie screens, so too may we grow increasingly comfortable with robots that look, act, and talk like us. Indeed, as the discrepancies between the human and the humanoid shrink, and as our encounters with social robots increase we might well expect intimacy to occur simply as a natural result of growing contact and familiarity, rather than as the successful engineering away of difference. In short, we may come to accept aspects of robots' strangeness as a part of whom or what these robots are, rather than perceiving dissimilarity as flaws or problems with design. Given the difficulties we already have in forming boundaries around concepts such as love, intimacy, and companionship, the ongoing breakdown of the distinction between human and machine may result in relationships of all types between humans and artificial companions. After all, it may not matter as much whether a robot actually possesses traits such as agency, intelligence, or the neuro-biological capacities for "real" love. What matters most is that we often perceive them to [83] and based on this perception we are almost certain to begin to love them in return.
Conclusions
The research presented above demonstrates that human interactions with robots are complex and often counterintuitive. We, as a species, tend to anthropomorphize even the simplest technologies and show empathy to the very machines that we perceive as the most uncanny and unnerving. Despite admitting that robots are neither alive nor real, we still tend to attribute them with human characteristics such as gender, and in the case of humanoid robots, we subconsciously evaluate their potential as reproductive partners. Based on the juxtaposition of similarities and differences between us and them, our confrontations with interactive, realistic machines may often be strange, or even uncanny. However, this paper suggests that the relationships we form with robots are equally likely to be familiar, grounded in a co-evolutionary past where humans formed close relationships with a number of non-human things. It remains to be seen whether the future of human intimacy includes robotic partners and lovers on a large scale. However, this paper proposes that such intimate relationships may emerge inside of the uncanny valley, inasmuch as uncanniness represents a space where familiarity and strangeness rub together, both frightening and fascinating us and pulling us forward into a future where relationships are not bounded by biology.
